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Abstract. Empirical evidences suggest the need for a common representation language to be used in the core of a Knowledge Base (KB) for
Model Driven Engineering (MDE) Settings (components, libraries, metamodels and model transformations). The absence of a common representation hampers the reuse and collaboration. The state-of-art introduces
MDE in target software projects with Domain Specific Languages (DSL)
for integration of MDE Settings, embedded with concepts for Model
Transformation Chain (MTC), Model-Driven Integration (MDI), shared
model-based tools though Web Services (WS), process patterns and others. This research abstract present a proposal for a common representation language named RAS++, intersecting existing concepts from DSLs
for integration of MDE Settings and adding concepts from the Reusable
Asset Specification. Thus, it is presented past and ongoing work in the
RAS++ in a PHD proposal.
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Introduction

Regardless of a certain maturity in tool support, Model-Driven Engineering
(MDE) still need improvements [1]. Mussbacher and others [2] pointed out that
concepts already well established within MDE community include tools for modeling, model-based analysis and model transformation management, while some
issues include other concepts that lead MDE engineers to find and integrate appropriate solutions for specific needs in MDE-based processes. As a long-term
goal for the MDE community, some authors suggested that solutions for MDE
should be shared on the web in a Knowledge Base (KB) [3], thus allowing the
quickly discovery and comprehension of appropriate MDE Settings (model transformations, tools, metamodels, files, etc.).
A central component of a KB is a “common representation language” [2]. In
a common KB, MDE Settings must be represented independently from the Domain Specific Languages (DSLs) used for orchestration and execution of Model
Transformation (MTs) such as: a) Model Transformation Chains (MTCs) [4, 5];
b) Component models for model transformations (CBD of MTs) [6]; c) ModelDriven Integration(MDI) for model tool chains [7]; d) Orchestration of MDE
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settings on the cloud through Web Services (WS) [8]; e) Integrated Software Development Process (SDP) with MDE (MDE-SDP) [9] and; f) Process patterns
for MDE, considering MDE Settings as process components shared on repositories [10].
We have found in the literature some requirements for this common representation language. Concepts introduced in the aforementioned DSLs are important [2]. It is also important to consider that this language will be used on the
core of a KB, which means that it should be flexible to represent MDE Settings
that provide “theory”, such as those stored in the Repository for Model Driven
Development - ReMoDD [11] (examples, data-sets and modeling pearls). Due to
specificity on MDE [5], it also must be diﬀerent from the Essence, a language for
method engineering used in the KB proposed by SEMAT [12], which is limited
to be used in this context. The common language should facilitate the discover
and comparison of MDE Settings [3]. In this sense, another level of information
is needed between the catalog of MDE Settings [13] and the representation of
its technicalities [10], such as descriptive information that enable to non-experts
the access to this shared data [14].
We propose a new language named RAS++ with concepts relevant for a common representation language for MDE Settings. RAS++ extends the Reusable
Asset Specification (RAS) [15], an important language to structure elements
for reuse through instruction for integration and classification of these settings
in repositories. RAS++ also maps common concepts from the aforementioned
DSLs. This work discusses main features of the RAS++, pointing out to results
and preliminary work.
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Motivation and Issue

Concepts that circle the MDE adoption are of interest of some companies whose
the core business is the MDE, as illustrates Figure 1. In an eﬀort to introduce
model-based solutions in start-up contexts (Figure 1, box 3), several resources
for MDE (core assets) have been developed to support for specific needs in target
software projects [4]. MDE Settings (e.g., model transformations and tools) are
applied in diﬀerent contexts of target companies, thus reusable [10]. The reuse
of these resources need a representation language and tool implementation that
make flexible the construction of MDE Settings [6], as the FOMDA DSL [16]
illustrated Figure 1, box 2.
FOMDA DSL have been used to adapt and execute model transformation
components in several software projects, similarly as many other DSLs discussed
previously. So far, the existing tool support accomplished the needs. However, the
current scenario is more challenging because target companies are also interested
in MDE Settings developed around the world, as illustrated Figure 1 (1). In this
scenario, MDE settings will be available in KBs and must be searched, analyzed
and integrated with the core assets illustrated in Figure 1 (2). Besides, MDE
Settings are represented with diﬀerent DSLs, imposing some diﬃculties for this
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the Current Scenario for MDE as a Core Business

integration. Thus, we need a common representation language to be used in a
KB shown in Figure 1 (1).
In order to implement this new scenario for reuse, we found that at least
three steps shown in Figure 2 must be executed. The first step “Specification”
is to specify MDE Settings in a common format (model in conformity with the
CRL), allowing the storage of data associated with MDE Settings in a KB and retrieval in the same format. Then, software engineers/developers download these
MDE Settings (not yet the physical content, but the information represented in a
model) by searching the KB and comparing its features in the step “Acquisition”.
In the step “Transformation”, model-to-model transformations together with a
“deploy engine” will adapt MDE Settings for a specific format (model in conformity with a DSL X). This would allows to implement the scenario motivated in
Figure 1, which present the following issue:
No agreement for common representation for MDE Settings. This
is key point in this research, because the lack of this language makes diﬃcult the
reuse of MDE Settings in a global reuse scenario [3, 2]. The literature of the area is
rich with contributions for specific representation languages for MTC [5, 4], Component model for MTs [16, 6], MDI [7], WS [8], integrated SDP [9] and process
patterns [10]. However, it is missed a more abstract and general representation,
which could promote the interchange of the information shareable between these
DSLs (e.g., semantic for model-based operations, model transformation components and metamodels). The lack of a common representation language makes
the concepts associated with MDE Settings replied in each DSL, which is bad to
the advent of a common KB for MDE that must keep a uniformity for the stored
information. This would allow, for example, to simplify the use of FOMDA DSL
(focused in orchestration and adaptation of MT components) [16] together with
other DSLs such as TIL (focused in MDE tool integration) [7]. In other words,
a common representation language could promote the complementarity of these
specific representation languages.
In this regard, our research question is what is common between these DSLs?
To the best of our knowledge, there is no answer in the literature of the area. Due
to our previous experience with the FOMDA DSL [16], we assumed in [13] that
some of abstractions from MTCs should be used. The problem is that, besides
DSLs for MTC, several other also allows to integrate MDE Settings in target
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Fig. 2. A Scenario of Use of Information Associated with MDE Settings Through a
Common Representation Language

contexts. Thus, a study that find the common abstractions would be of great
contribution to the research and practice on the MDE.
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Related Work

This work targets a subject of research that is quite new in literature of the area:
a common representation language for MDE. Accordingly, there is no specific
work that we can use to compare our contributions. Thus, we compared with
the information shared in existing repositories used to store this type of data,
with assets specifications and with specific DSLs for technicalities on the MDE.
Knowledge Bases. The ReMoDD [11], for example, makes use of only
searches about some proposals published in some conferences such as MODELS,
ECMFA, etc. Most information that should be explicit is available in documents,
papers and tutorials, which requires long time to find and analyze adequate options. On the other hand, we are representing this information summarized in a
structured and interchangeable format (RAS++). SEMAT [12] is an initiative to
provide a knowledge base in Software Engineering, using the Essence as a core
representation language, which is limited to represent data from MDE Settings
but useful to represent methods. This suggest that research on MDE to accomplish this new scenario can mirror on the SEMAT, but it must keep focus on the
MDE specificity (the case for the proposed language).
Assets. We can mention some extensions for RAS to represent information
associated with software components [17–20]. These works propose to specify
data related with components for application integration and service oriented
architecture [20, 17], feedback from users [18], component software license [19]
and standard taxonomies. These extensions can also be applied to summarize
information of some technical solutions for MDE. However, they are limited
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to represent technical information associated with MDE settings as the ones
represented with the RAS++.
Technicalities. Our current contribution analyzes abstractions needed in a
common representation language, while our previous contributions in FOMDA
DSL [16] analyzed requirements to support the execution and adaptation of MDE
settings. Similarly to the FOMDA DSL, others are essential to introduce MDE
in target contexts such as transML [5], MTC Flow [4], Bento DSL [6], TIL [7],
, SPEM extensions [9] and process patterns [10]. However, they are limited to
be used in the core of a KB due to its specificity and lack of rich structured
descriptive data. Thus, RAS++ is more abstract and general.
Related work do not scales well in this new scenario for reuse. This way,
RAS++ present considerable contributions to enable its implementation, complementing existing DSLs with concepts for a common representation.
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Overview of the Proposed Solution

In [13] we proposed the RAS++, a new metamodel with concepts considered
common to represent MDE Settings. In the following we discuss on the main
features in RAS++.
– This metamodel is based on the Reusable Asset Specification (RAS) [15].
An asset is: anything that provides reuse and value through reference (links), cataloged with standardized taxonomies, described by a set of properties and owning
zero or more specifications about artifacts [21]. Assets are specifications usually
represented in XML, that abstract data associated with any sort of artifact that
can be reused. Through concepts related with semantics for reuse, assets are used
to describe software components [19], application and domain models [22] and,
more recently, tools that help in the execution of software engineering tasks in the
context of MDE [8]. Reusable assets (RAS) [15] can be stored in existing reuse
repositories and retrieved in the same format, providing structures to support the
reuse of MDE Settings and tasks to instruct the integration of these settings in
target contexts. Thus, concepts introduced in asset specification languages such as
RAS and Asset Management Specification (AMS) [21] are important for a common
representation language.
– RAS++ intersects concepts from specific representation languages, some
presented in [5–10] for MTCs, MDI, WS, etc. These DSLs are designed to manage
model transformations in a higher-level of abstraction than the model transformations rules implemented with ATL, QVT, ETL, etc. DSLs such as transML [5],
MTC Flow [4], TIL [7] and FOMDA DSL [16] have been reported as important to
introduce MDE in target contexts. Therefore, some concepts introduced in these
proposals such as tasks/components, artifacts/parameters, metamodels and connectors/bindings are also of interest for a common representation language.
– RAS++ increments existing works with structure for rich descriptive
data connected with technicalities. After the study in [13] we noticed that
other level of information is needed in between the catalog and instruction promoted by assets and the representation of technicalities of MDE Settings used by
aforementioned DSLs. In this regard, Mohagheghi et al. concluded in 2009 that
establishing a bridge for this gap between data used by technicians (e.g., MTCs)
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Fig. 3. Research methodology and progress

and by non-experts (e.g., description) is a key for success of MDE [14]. In order to
implement the scenario illustrated in Figure 2, bridge this gap is a need. Today, the
existing DSLs do not allow to connect rich descriptive information with technical
data. For example, the use of catalog information associated with MDE settings
as allowed in the RAS [15] and in a MTC approach (e.g., Bento DSL [6]) is not
enough to ensure that a setting A is properly compared with a setting B. Recent
surveys claimed that this is a problem because industry needs to compare MDE
settings to decide the one that best fits for specific needs [3]. Thus, connect rich
descriptive data with technicalities of MDE Settings is also a requirement for a
common representation language.

In current version of the RAS++ we bridged this gap presented by Mohagheghi et al. [14], introducing concepts that connect rich and structured descriptive data with technicalities from MDE Settings. This way, it is proposed a
study focused on concepts needed in a common representation language.
Expected contributions: A new representation language implemented with
two prototypes, one to design assets and other to transform assets into target
DSLs. The result will allow to implement the scenario illustrated in Figure 2 with
well accepted and common concepts for MDE Settings and with increments to
the state-of-art in asset specifications.
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Preliminary Work

Figure 3 shows the research methodology and progress. Underlined text indicate
a concluded activity, dashed text indicate ongoing activities and the other activities are to be started. To a follow-up of our progress, a grade of our contributions
is presented in right-part of Figure 3.
– Identify the problem and define the objectives of the solution
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• Formulate the problem to solve. We started with a previous experience
reported in past publications. In PHD disciplines for software reuse it was
discussed on many problems that hampered the introduction of MDE in target
context such as the lack of a KB and a common representation. These issues
resulted on the analysis of the RAS as a complement for MTCs. We developed
a preliminary version of RAS++ and a tool prototype, allowing to publish new
works in conferences (ICSR and SEKE) [23, 24].
• Report experiences on accomplishments and challenges for the scenario illustrated in Figure 1. In parallel to the RAS++, it was important to
report benefits, limitations and drawbacks from our experiences in conferences
(GPCE and ICEIS) [16, 25, 26].
• Find similar reports in the literature. Since 2013, the literature of the
area on issues for the MDE adoption have been investigated. We found recent
in surveys, experiences and reports common positions on issues that makes
hard the reuse of MDE Settings considering a global scenario. Thus, we have
found only in recent publications the basis that support our claims for the
discussed issues, which suggest that this is a new and relevant research topic.
– Design and development of the solution.
• Analyze DSLs for MTC. We looked for the state-of-art for MTCs to compare it with our experiences in [16]. In addition, it was presented new contributions to the FOMDA DSL in conferences (SAC and INDIN) [27–29]. We found
common concepts and representations. Moreover, the state-of-art is limited
to accomplish the three steps (Specification, Acquisition and Transformation)
illustrated in Figure 2.
• Analyze RAS and AMS. We found in RAS the possibility to implement the
Step 1 (Specification). In [13] we presented the result of our extension for RAS,
proposing new meta-classes in support for the technicalities found as common
for MTCs. A new contribution submitted for the MODELS conference targets
a “modeling pearl” track [30], focusing in the modeling descriptive information
in assets represented with the RAS and AMS.
• Analyze DSLs (MDI, MDE-SDP, ...). We found common concepts proposed in these DSLs. A future work will present the result of our analysis.
– Implementation/Demonstration. In order to validate the RAS++ metamodel,
we developed two prototypes: a) An EMF-based designer tool used to specify
the assets, important for the Step 1 (Specification); b) Eclipse-based “RAS++
Deploy” plug-in that aims at transforming the RAS++ models into some of
specific DSLs. These prototypes are continually improved to support new metaclasses introduced in the RAS++ metamodel and are discussed in [23, 24, 13].
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Evaluation Plan

The evaluation will be carried out through literature review, web survey with
specialist and practical work.
6.1

Goal

Our goal with this evaluation is to assess the feasibility and eﬀectiveness of
the RAS++ as a common representation language. In other words, we wanted
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to verify the ability of RAS++ (and related support mechanisms) to express
semantics for MDE Settings, which should be possible to be integrated in other
specifications. This goal is detailed bellow according to the structure proposed
by Wohlin et al. [31]:
Table 1. Research goal
Analyze

The specification of MDE Settings by using our RAS++
DSL implemented in an EMF-based support prototype.
For the purpose of
Characterize.
Regarding
Feasibility and eﬀectiveness of common representation
language.
From the viewpoint of Researcher and Domain Expert.
In the context of
MDE-based software projects.

6.2

Hypothesis

RAS++ provides concepts needed for a common representation language for
MDE Settings. This hypothesis will be evaluated through the verification of the
meta-classes introduced in the RAS++ and evaluating the transformation from
RAS++ assets to the existing DSLs for model transformation management:
– Web survey with specialists. This study aims at understand some metaclasses
proposed on the literature (e.g., metamodel, artifacts, workflow elements, filters,
etc), evaluating what do people consider relevant to include in a common representation language for MDE Settings. Accordingly, we planned a web survey with
questionnaire to find qualitative and quantitative data that highlight to the relevance of some concepts introduced in existing DSLs. Thus, this study will clarify
which concepts should or should not be part of RAS++;
– Evaluation through prototype. This is a practical evaluation, based on implementations for the step 3 (Transformation). This practical evaluation will allows to
transform MDE assets represented with the RAS++ in target specifications e.g.,
MTCs [6], MDI [7], SPEM [9].
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Conclusion

This work presented a proposal for a common representation language for MDE
Settings named RAS++. In order to enable the implementation of a new scenario
which needs the introduction of MDE Settings through Knowledge Bases (KBs),
we surveyed the literature to find similarities and diﬀerences between proposals
that aim at introducing MDE Settings in target contexts. Therefore, we highlighted to our main contributions that add in RAS++ the support for syntax
and semantics, associated with MDE Settings, in structures for reuse promoted
by asset specifications.
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A last consideration is that, although a KB for MDE is a long-term goal for
the MDE community, it will only be viable if it agrees in a common representation
language. Thus, through the work done so far, we conclude that the concepts
introduced in RAS++ are relevant to be included in this language.
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